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When Peyton Powell, a lonely housewife, lands a job at Independent Woman magazine, an erotic

door opens that begins with curiosity and ends with a sexy, dominant stranger who has every

intention of showing her the meaning of service before self. Sir ignites a fire that's nearly too hot and

painful to handle yet pleasure has never felt so good. However, once the blindfold comes off, and

SirÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s identity is revealed, her whole future is in jeopardy of a man her body refuses to

forget. And now that he has her, he wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t tolerate anything less than complete submission.

** This is an erotic interracial romance.Angie Daniels is a free spirit who isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t afraid to say

whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s on her mind or even better, write about it. Since strutting onto the literary scene in

five-inch heels, sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been capturing her audienceÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attention with her wild

imagination and love for alpha men. The RT ReviewerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Choice Award winner has written

over twenty-five novels for imprints such as BET Arabesque, Harlequin/Kimani Romance and

Kensington/ Dafina Books. In 2009 she released her first interracial romance in the Big Spankable

Asses anthology for Kensington/Aphrodisia imprint, which she later followed up with Tease. For

more information about upcoming releases, and to connect with Angie on facebook, please visit her

website at www.angiedaniels.com.
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I've read some of this author's work and thought she was pretty good. However, I haven't been

consistent with buying her work. Someone recommended this book to me. And it was hot! Sizzle! I

mean, it even shocked me how much I loved this book!Peyton finds out that she has more in

common with the guys she's been having a secret affair with than she realized. The discovery of his

identity has left her confused.However, Creed doesn't care. He's fine and rich and he wants Peyton.

In this book he monopolizes Peyton's time with his lust and need for her. He's boss and he

demands she submit. The problem for Peyton is she's married to Ray. Her always absent husband.

And she's the mother of twin girls who adore their father. She's stuck in a marriage that's without

spark and has many other issues.This book gives the reader a series of sizzling hot interactions

between Creed and Peyton. You never know what Creed is going to say, demand or do. He's

unpredictable, brooding and sexy as all get out. Ms. Daniels does a masterful job of keeping you

addicted to his next words.Peyton has a wake up call that will change what she and Creed have.

The book ends with that. There's a part three. Yeah, I know...another series. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â I

too am tired of them, but you'll want to read the next installment. Hopefully that will be it. Not

because this book is bad, but authors sometimes go overboard with series. You look up and there

are six and seven books to purchase, which is ridiculous. I hope she isn't headed there, it would

taint these two characters and their story I think.Anyway, the book ends with a bit of a cliffhanger,

but you will forgive her because she gives you spice throughout. And you kind of knew something

was bound to happen.Pros:Hot! Fire! Sizzle! Bang! Bang! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•Sexy alpha

male.Likable heroine.Reasonable BDSM. Not too over the top.Lots of lust.Brooding

hero.Drama.Cons:A couple of grammatical errors. Not many, but a couple.There's a part three and

a bit of a cliffhanger.BDSM. I don't care for books with this lifestyle, but this author more than makes

up for it with Creed.

Where is book 3? This particular series has turned me off series for good. Nothing like waiting for a

conclusion to a series that some author has sucked you into, and the author can't deliver.

Disappointing.

Liked this just slightly better than book 1. However, in the beginning with Peyton "begging" Creed to



take her back, it made me sick. Really??? That's what turns me off with Dom/Sub stories. The

Doms always say the Sub has all the power but I am yet to see it. The Submissive has to beg,

address the Dominate as "Sir" and the Subs get their ass beat. How is that having all the power?

Anyway, the story was okay. The intimate moments were nice and the book was well written. On to

book 3.

I loved the intimate scenes in the book, but take that away and you have a weak book . The main

heroine is so quick to stand up to Creed Kirkland and tell him no, however she has yet to tell her

straying husband to hit the road. Her sister who is under her husband thumb, thinks that she is the

rebellious one. Their mother is trapped and no longer paints. She is worried about taking her twins

away from their father, however he has yet to interact with them in this story. He is always working

or "working". He only is going to get away with what you let him get away with. Creed's character is

sexy, though he seems just as confused to his identity. He doesn't identity as a Dom however is

dominate and demands subservience. Hopefully book 3 brings it together.

In the 2nd installment of this "Seduced into Submission" series, Ms. Daniels has once again titillated

our desire for fulfillment via her uniquely creative, one of a kind style of writing. Without fail, she

always brings extreme enjoyment to her reading audience, and we are never left with a feeling of

emptiness when feasting on her written fare. The cliff hanger we are left with is the driving force

behind our anxiously awaiting the final course of this delectable table she has prepared for the

release of the bated breaths she is responsible for creating.The breaths we inhaled is due to the

meet and greet that takes place between our heroine and _________ . Nope I won't be the one to

tell. You will just have to read for yourself and join all of us breath holders, who are waiting to

exhale, upon the release of book 3. I just hope that the next book will be the finale of this wondrous

tale, because, at some point, pleasure has to ascend the mountaintop and come down on the other

side or we will find ourselves forever hanging in the balance of expectation.All in all, I enjoyed this

follow-up just as much as, or perhaps even more so, than the original and am still a very satisfied

member of Ms. Daniels fan base. Hopefully, as other reviewers have indicated, we will not have to

wait too long for the release of book 3.
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